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PlantLTRdb: An interactive
database for 195 plant species
LTR-retrotransposons

Morad M. Mokhtar*, Alsamman M. Alsamman
and Achraf El Allali*

African Genome Center, Mohammed VI Polytechnic University, Benguerir, Morocco
LTR-retrotransposons (LTR-RTs) are a large group of transposable elements that

replicate through an RNA intermediate and alter genome structure. The activities

of LTR-RTs in plant genomes provide helpful information about genome

evolution and gene function. LTR-RTs near or within genes can directly alter

gene function. This work introduces PlantLTRdb, an intact LTR-RT database for

195 plant species. Using homology- and de novo structure-based methods, a

total of 150.18 Gbp representing 3,079,469 pseudomolecules/scaffolds were

analyzed to identify, characterize, annotate LTR-RTs, estimate insertion ages,

detect LTR-RT-gene chimeras, and determine nearby genes. Accordingly,

520,194 intact LTR-RTs were discovered, including 29,462 autonomous and

490,732 nonautonomous LTR-RTs. The autonomous LTR-RTs included 10,286

Gypsy and 19,176 Copia, while the nonautonomous were divided into 224,906

Gypsy, 218,414 Copia, 1,768 BARE-2, 3,147 TR-GAG and 4,2497 unknown.

Analysis of the identified LTR-RTs located within genes showed that a total of

36,236 LTR-RTs were LTR-RT-gene chimeras and 11,619 LTR-RTs were within

pseudo-genes. In addition, 50,026 genes are within 1 kbp of LTR-RTs, and

250,587 had a distance of 1 to 10 kbp from LTR-RTs. PlantLTRdb allows

researchers to search, visualize, BLAST and analyze plant LTR-RTs. PlantLTRdb

can contribute to the understanding of structural variations, genome

organization, functional genomics, and the development of LTR-RT target

markers for molecular plant breeding. PlantLTRdb is available at https://

bioinformatics.um6p.ma/PlantLTRdb.
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1 Introduction

Long terminal repeats (LTR) have attracted considerable interest in recent years

because of their potential impact on the genome structure of most eukaryotic organisms

(Jedlicka et al., 2020). LTR-retrotransposons (LTR-RTs) are a large and diverse group of

transposable elements (TE) that replicate via an RNA intermediate (Jedlicka et al., 2020).

LTR-RTs are divided into autonomous and nonautonomous groups. Wicker et al. (2007)
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defined LTR-RT as autonomous if it encodes all domains essential

for its mobilization without the element being either functional or

active. This is in contrast to nonautonomous LTR-RT, which are

defined as elements that lack some (or all) of the domains necessary

for mobilization. Features of an autonomous LTR-RT include two

identical LTRs, a primer binding site (PBS), a polypurine tract

(PPT), GAG and Pol genes (Kumar and Bennetzen, 1999; Gao et al.,

2003; Havecker et al., 2004; Eickbush and Jamburuthugoda, 2008;

Bennetzen and Wang, 2014). The Pol gene is located at the 3’ end of

GAG and encodes reverse transcriptase (RT), protease (PROT),

RNase H (RH), and integrase (INT), all of which are involved in

retrotransposon DNA replication and the transposition system

(Gao et al., 2003). Copia, Gypsy, and BEL–Pao superfamilies

represent LTR-RT classes according to the arrangement of

internal domains (Wicker et al., 2007). There is further evidence

that nonautonomous elements can retrotranspose actively or

inactively (Sabot et al., 2006). Examples of nonautonomous

groups include LArge Retrotransposon Derivatives (LARD)

(Kalendar et al., 2004), Terminal Repeat Retrotransposons with

GAG domain (TR-GAG) (Chaparro et al., 2015), Terminal Repeats

In Miniature (TRIM) (Witte et al., 2001), and Barley RetroElement-

2 (BARE-2) (Tanskanen et al., 2007).

During the replication cycle of LTR-RT, the newly inserted

copy has two identical LTRs at the two ends of the element. The

accumulation of mutations between the two LTRs of an LTR-RT

was used to estimate the elapsed time after insertion (Zhou et al.,

2021). They also show divergence caused by mutations acquired

over time proportional to the age of insertion (Kijima and Innan,

2009; Neumann et al., 2019). Unequal crossovers between LTRs

result in loss of internal sequence and formation of solo-LTRs

(Cossu et al., 2017). In species that allow LTR-RTs accumulation,

the activity of LTR-RTs is a critical factor in genome evolution,

causing extremely large genome sizes (Kelly et al., 2015; Wicker

et al., 2018). Genomic studies have established that LTR-RTs

account for a considerable proportion of many plant genomes,

including 19% of peach genome (Alseekh et al., 2020), 62% of

tomato genome (Sato et al., 2012), 53% of potato genome

(Diambra, 2011), and more than 70% of maize genome

(Schnable et al., 2009). Tracking LTR-RT activities in plant

genomes provides useful information on genome evolution and

consequently gene function. The activity of LTR-RT near or within

genes not only provides the raw material for structures such as

centromeres and introns, but also directly alters gene function

(Bennetzen and Wang, 2014; Vitte et al., 2014). LTR-RTs can

influence gene regulation processes such as alternative splicing,

alternative promoter control, and gene silencing (Kashkush et al.,

2003; Qu et al., 2019; Yamamoto et al., 2021). Their influence on

gene activity may affect the agronomic traits of various crops.

According to TE-genome-wide association studies, the activity of

LTR-RT is associated with several important agronomic traits,

including fruit weight of tomato and width of rice grains (Akakpo

et al., 2020; Alseekh et al., 2020). In addition, the activation of TE

can also be triggered by environmental stress, for example, the

biotic stress-responsive Tnt1 and Tto1 families in tobacco

(Grandbastien, 2015), the heat-responsive retrotransposons Go-
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on in rice (Cho et al., 2019), the cold-responsive Tcs family in citrus

(Butelli et al., 2012), and ONSEN in Arabidopsis (Ito et al., 2013).

Advances in genome sequencing technologies have opened new

avenues for the study of LTR-RTs and for understanding their role

in plant evolution. Several efforts have been made to provide a stable

and well-documented LTR data resource that can be used to

support current and future plant functional genomic research.

Several databases for TEs in plants have been developed with

general and specific research tools. These databases include

Repbase (Bao et al., 2015), TREP (Wicker et al., 2002), RetrOryza

(Chaparro et al., 2006), MASiVEdb (Bousios et al., 2012), MnTEdb

(Ma et al., 2015), DPTEdb (Li et al., 2016), GrTEdb (Xu et al., 2017),

PlaNC-TE (Pedro et al., 2018), ConTEdb (Yi et al., 2018b), SPTEdb

(Yi et al., 2018a), REXdb (Neumann et al., 2019), RepetDB

(Amselem et al., 2019), and CicerSpTEdb (Mokhtar et al., 2021).

Although these databases provide unique and useful information

about LTR-RTs in different plant genomes, they lack important

details and features. Therefore, there is a need for robust, publicly

available LTR-RT databases to address the growing interest in the

impact of LTR-RTs on genome evolution and functionality. Such

databases would be beneficial in current and future efforts to

incorporate LTR-RTs annotation as a potential component for

understanding the hidden dynamics of the gene regulatory

system. Several studies have used such data to guide annotation

in gene expression experiments (Bui and Grandbastien, 2012) or to

identify retrotransposon structures such as extrachromosomal

circular DNA (Mann et al., 2022).

Here, we introduce PlantLTRdb, a comprehensively designed

database to expand the understanding of plant genome organization

and its structural variations. PlantLTRdb provides online and

searchable data resources for LTR-RT genomic information and a

reliable and powerful computational service. PlantLTRdb contains

detailed information on LTR-RTs in 195 plant species, both model

and non-model organisms. These results are easily accessible and

can be displayed using various statistical and genome-wide

visualization tools. Users can download annotation files for use in

advanced genomic procedures. In addition, the website provides

online identification analysis for LTR-RTs via LTR_FINDER (Xu

and Wang, 2007), which supports the standard input sequence

format (FASTA).
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Plant genome data

Genome sequences of plant species and their annotations were

retrieved from the NCBI database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).

Only genome sequences annotated and labeled as reference or

representative genomes, including model and non-model plant

species, were used for this analysis. The resulting dataset included

201 plant species divided into 180 Streptophyta, 18 Chlorophyta, and

3 Rhodophyta. The species name, taxonomy ID, phylum, family,

assembly level, genome coverage, GenBank accession number, and

genome size of all plant species can be found in Table S1.
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2.2 LTR-RT identification and classification

The intact LTR-RTs were identified and classified using the EDTA

pipeline (Ou et al., 2019), LTRdigest (Steinbiss et al., 2009), and

TEsorter (Zhang et al., 2022) in 201 plant species. The intact LTR-

RT element consists of two identical or very similar LTRs, TG-CA

terms of the LTRs, and a target site duplication (TSD) (Du et al., 2010a;

Dai et al., 2018). The EDTA pipeline integrates the structure-based,

homology-based, and de novo intact LTR-RT identification tools such

as LTR_FINDER (Xu and Wang, 2007), LTRharvest (Ellinghaus et al.,

2008) and LTR_retriever (Ou and Jiang, 2017). The parameters of

LTR_FINDER were maximum distance between LTRs: 15000,

minimum distance between LTRs: 1000, maximum LTR Length: 7000,

minimum LTR Length: 100, length of exact match pairs: 20, match score:

0.85 and output format: 2. LTRharvest parameters wereminimum LTR

Length: 100, maximum LTR Length: 7000, minimum length for each

TSD: 4, maximum length for each TSD: 6, motif: TGCA, maximum

number of mismatches in motif: 1, similarity threshold: 85, number of

nucleotides to be searched for TSDs: 10, minimum seed length for exact

repeats: 20 and use sequence descriptions in GFF3 output: yes.

LTRdigest (Steinbiss et al., 2009) was used to identify and

annotate primer binding sites, polypurine tract, and tRNAs of

LTR-RT elements. The tRNA sequences of the 201 plant species

were retrieved from a tRNA database of plant species (Mokhtar and

EL Allali, 2022). TEsorter (Zhang et al., 2022) was used to annotate

coding regions and classify LTR-RTs into clades using the REXdb
Frontiers in Plant Science 03
database. In addition, TEsorter used the 80-80-80 (identity-

coverage-length) unified classification system proposed by Wicker

et al. (2007) to classify identified elements. To assess the quality of

assembled repetitive sequences, the LTR Assembly Index (LAI) (Ou

et al., 2018) was estimated using LAI within LTR_retriever (v2.9.0)

with default parameters.

Classification of the identified LTR-RTs into putative

autonomous and nonautonomous elements was based on the

complete structure of the elements. Elements with a complete

structure of LTR-RT were classified as autonomous, whereas

incomplete elements were considered nonautonomous. The

structures of autonomous Copia and Gypsy were classified using

the domain orders TSD-LTR-PBS-GAG-PROT-INT-RT-RH-PPT-

LTR-TSD and TSD-LTR-PBS-GAG-PROT-RT-RH-INT-PPT-

LTR-TSD, respectively. Nonautonomous elements contain LARD,

TR-GAG, TRIM and BARE-2, classified according to the criteria

presented by Kalendar et al. (2004); Chaparro et al. (2015), Witte

et al., (2001) and Tanskanen et al. (2007), respectively (Figure 1).

The intact LTR-RT elements that were not subject to the previous

conditions and defined as Copia or Gypsy were classified as

nonautonomous Copia and nonautonomous Gypsy, respectively.

The unknown element is defined as an intact LTR-RT that contains

PBS and PPT or has lost one or both of these elements and does not

contain any of the GAG and Pol domains.

LTR-RT insertion age was determined only for intact LTR-RT

elements. A comparison of the 5’ and 3’ semi-identical LTRs for
A

B

FIGURE 1

Conserved structures of autonomous (A) and nonautonomous (B) LTR-RTs. LTR refers to long terminal repeats. TSD is the target site duplication.
PBS represents primer binding site, GAG represents capsid proteins, PROT represents protease, RT represents reverse transcriptase, RH represents
RNase H, INT represents integrase, and PPT represents polypurine tract. The structures are not drawn to scale.
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each LTR-RT element was used to calculate the insertion age. This

comparative analysis was carried out using ClustalW (Thompson

et al., 2003) to obtain a local alignment of the two LTRs. The

estimation of the insertion age based on the method of Tajima and

Nei (Tajima and Nei, 1984) and the Kimura-2 parameter model

(Kimura, 1980) was performed with REANNOTATE (Pereira,

2008). Nucleotide substitutions per site (K) between LTRs were

estimated using the Kimura-2 parameter model. The estimated age

was calculated using the formula T= K/2r. The evolutionary rate (r)

of 1.3×10–8 substitutions per site per year was used for grass plants

(Kimura, 1980; Ma and Bennetzen, 2004), whereas a substitution

rate of 1.5×10–8 was used for other species as reported in the

literature (Koch et al., 2000; Gonzalez and Deyholos, 2012; Marcon

et al., 2015). Here, we used a substitution rate of 1.5×10–8 for plants

other than grasses because an average substitution rate is not

available for many plants.

Based on genomic position, identified LTR-RTs were classified

into LTR-RT-gene chimeras by comparing the start and end

coordinates of genes and LRT-RTs within the genome. LTR-RT

was considered an LTR-RT-gene chimera if it was within the gene

start and end coordinates. A gene ontology was assigned to all genes

that contained LTR-RT elements or were in close proximity using
Frontiers in Plant Science 04
STRINGdb (Szklarczyk et al., 2015). Gene enrichment analysis was

performed using Arabidopsis thaliana and Medicago truncatula as

model plants. Figure 2 shows the workflow and procedure used in

the data analysis. Statistical correlations between plant genome size,

LTR-RT length, and insertion age were performed for all diploid

plant species with LAI ≥10. LAI is the ratio of the length of intact

LTR-RTs to the total LTR length (Ou et al., 2018). Scripts used for

data analysis are available on GitHub for public use at https://

github.com/agc-bioinformatics/PlantLTRdb.
2.3 Database development

The PlantLTRdb was created as a hub and interactive web

interface using a variety of programming languages including Perl,

Python, R, MongoDB, PHP, CSS, HTML, and JavaScript. In

addition, PlantLTRdb includes an implementation of a simple

interface for the software LTR_FINDER (Xu and Wang, 2007).

The easy-to-use LTR_FINDER interface allows users to identify

LTR-RT elements using the standard input sequence format

(FASTA). PlantLTRdb is hosted on a server with 32 GB of

memory, 16-core CPUs, and a 10 TB disk; running Linux 5.4.0-
FIGURE 2

The workflow and procedure for identifying and characterizing LTR-RT in 201 plant species.
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89-generic x86 64, Apache 2.4, MongoDB and PHP 7.4.3. The

online tools require Python (v3.8.10), Perl (v5.30.0), and R (v4.1.2).

HTCondor (v9.5.0) is used to manage and schedule submitted tasks

and processes. The frontend of the website is built using the Vue

(3.2) framework, while the backend is built using Laravel (8.75).

Users can select, filter, and visualize available LTR-RT information

based on the processed plant species using several online tools.

Several tools were used for data visualization, including JBrowse

(Buels et al., 2016), ggplot2 (R package), and Google Charts (https://

developers.google.com/chart).
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Identification and classification of LTR-
RT elements

In the last decade, the complete genome sequences of hundreds

of plant species have been published (Mokhtar and Atia, 2018).

Access to these extensive data has paved the way for the study of

LTR-RTs at the genome level. Over the past decade, LTR-RTs from

several plant species have been identified and classified using

homology, structural, and de novo investigation methods (Wicker

et al., 2018; Yi et al., 2018b; Neumann et al., 2019; Mokhtar et al.,

2021; Zhou et al., 2021). The development of a unified, well-

maintained, effective resource for plant LTR-RT is a prerequisite

to support progress in understanding the functional effects of these

factors on genomic structure and functionality. Ou et al. (2018)

reported that more intact LTR-RTs were identified from complete

genome assemblies compared with draft genomes. In addition,

other reports indicated a correlation between sequencing

technique and the number of intact LTR-RTs detected (Al-Dous

et al., 2011; Jiao et al., 2017; Ou et al., 2018). These reports suggest

that more intact LTR-RTs are detected from continuous genome

assembly. In the current study, we used only annotated genomes

because annotation is required to identify LTR-RT-gene chimeras

and LTR-RT nearby genes.

We used established and validated LTR-RT tools to create a

workflow for the identification and classification of LTR-RTs in

different plant species (Figures 1, 2). The resulting data were used to

create a user-friendly public resource for intact LTR-RT in plants. The

PlantLTRdb was developed by processing the entire genomic sequences

of 201 plant species, totaling 150.18 Gbp. These sequences represent

genomic data from 3,079,469 pseudomolecules/scaffolds. However, 6

genomes, including Chloropicon primus, Cyanidioschyzon merolae,

Galdieria sulphuraria, Genlisea aurea, Micromonas commoda, and

Monoraphidium neglectum, failed the EDTA filtering step and no

intact LTR-RTs were found. These genomes were excluded from the

analysis and only 195 plant species that passed the filtering step were

used for further analysis.

As a result, 2,722,415 LTR candidates were identified in the

studied species. The identified LTRs were filtered based on the

intact LTR-RT structure (TSD-LTR-[internal sequence]-LTR-TSD)

and candidates with missing components were excluded from

further analysis. Only 528,891 candidates passed filtering and had

intact LTR-RT structures. The candidates that include nested LTRs
Frontiers in Plant Science 05
or other TEs insertions were excluded using LTR_retriever module

6 (Ou et al., 2018). The remaining 520,194 elements were then

annotated using LTRdigest and TEsorter to identify PBS, PPT,

GAG, and Pol regions and classify them into lineages. Table S2

shows the lineages and their corresponding totals in the database.

Based on the structure of the autonomous LTR-RT, the identified

intact LTR-RTs were classified into putative 29,462 autonomous

and 490,732 non-autonomous LTR-RTs. The 29,462 autonomous

LTR-RTs include 10,286 from the Gypsy superfamily and 19,176

from the Copia superfamily. Further analyses were performed to

classify non-autonomous elements using the criteria presented by

Witte et al., (2001); Kalendar et al. (2004); Tanskanen et al. (2007);

Chaparro et al. (2015). In addition, incomplete Copia and Gypsy

elements were classified as nonautonomous. All non-autonomous

elements not subject to any of the above structures were defined as

unknown elements . Based on these cri ter ia , 490,732

nonautonomous elements were divided into 224,906 Gypsy,

218,414 Copia, 1,768 BARE-2, 3,147 TR-GAG, and 42,497

unknown, while LARD and TRIM elements were not present

(Table S3). The number of LTR-RTs detected ranged from 1

(Micractinium conductrix) to 33,245 (Aegilops tauschii). After

excluding outliers by boxplot analysis of LTR-RT length for all

195 plant species, the results showed that the minimum, first

quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum lengths were

1,140, 5,398, 8,273, 11,061, and 19,555, respectively (Figure 3).

The analysis also showed that most plant species had a wide range

of LTR-RT lengths (Figure S1).

The differences in the length of LTR-RT are primarily due to

divergence in the size of LTR and the existence and size of spacer

regions between internal domains rather than GAG/Pol coding

regions (Zhou et al., 2017). Figure 4 shows that after excluding

outliers by boxplot analysis, the first quartile, median, and third

quartile of the autonomous LTR-RTs were 4,920, 5,267, 8,757 bp for

Copia and 6,337, 10,420, 11,873 bp for Gypsy, respectively. For

nonautonomous LTR-RTs, the first quartile, median, and third

quartile were 4,971, 6,522, 9,213 bp for Copia, 7,832, 10,237, 12,340

bp for Gypsy, 3,608, 4,837, 8,054 bp for TR-GAG, 4,220, 4,555, 5,310

bp for BARE-2 and 5,746, 7,112, 7,985 bp for unknown,

respectively. The first quartile, median, third quartile, minimum,

and maximum of LTR-RT length for the 195 plant species were

listed in Table S4. In the present study, based on the parameters

used to identify LTR-RTs, and without excluding outliers by

boxplot analysis, the length of autonomous and nonautonomous

Copia elements ranged from 1,140 to 25,333 bp, whereas the length

of Gypsy ranged from 1,182 to 25,575 bp. This is consistent with

previous studies by Du et al. (2010b); Ma et al. (2019); Neumann

et al. (2019); Li et al. (2022), which found that a number of Gypsy

elements were smaller than 4kb and a number of Copia elements

were larger than 15kb. For example, Li et al. (2022) examined LTR-

RTs of 16 Cucurbitaceae species and reported that the length of

LTR-RTs ranged from 1,173 to 28,350 bp. Boxplot analysis showed

Gypsy elements smaller than 4kb and Copia elements larger

than 15kb.

The insertion age of the plant species studied reflects the

evolutionary rate associated with the uniqueness of their genomic

content. This evolutionary difference can help researchers
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understand the relationship between genetic and phenotypic

variation (Barghini et al., 2014). Recently, TE-family has proven

particularly useful in understanding the evolutionary mechanisms

involved in species divergence (Liu and Yang, 2014). Transposition

of LTR-RTs results in identical sequences of 5’ and 3’ LTRs, and the
Frontiers in Plant Science 06
accumulation of nucleotide substitutions/divergences between the

two arms of LTR-RTs is used to calculate the insertion age (da Costa

et al., 2019; Mokhtar et al., 2021). Figure 5 shows that the maximum

assumed age after exclusion of outliers by boxplot analysis was 5.1

million years (MY) for Dichanthelium oligosanthes. Several plant
FIGURE 4

The boxplot of the LTR-RT length in the studied plant species of the autonomous and nonautonomous elements. The LTR-RT lengths are shown in
bp scale (Y-axis).
FIGURE 3

Statistical overview of the LTR-RT length by base pair. The boxplot of the LTR-RT length in the studied plant species. Species sorted in descending
order by the median value. The LTR-RT lengths are shown in bp scale (x-axis).
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species have a high rate of young LTR-RTs in their genome, such as

Phoenix dactylifera, Cucumis sativus, Arabidopsis lyrata, Daucus

carota, Medicago truncatula, and Brassica rapa. In addition, other

plant species show a homogeneous collection of LTR-RTs with

different insertion ages, such as Solanum chilense, Carica papaya,

Theobroma cacao, Capsicum annuum, and Mucuna pruriens. Our

results are consistent with previous findings for some of these plant

species. According to a previous analysis, most LTR-RTs identified

inMedicago truncatula are relatively recent and were inserted in the

last 0.52 MY, with possibly more than 10 million bp lost due to
Frontiers in Plant Science 07
deletion of LTR elements and removal of full-length structures

(Wang and Liu, 2008). Ibrahim et al. (2021) examined LTR-RTs in

numerous palm genomes and concluded that the Elaeis guineensis

genome has undergone several LTR-RT events with different

temporal patterns of transposition activity. In our study, the first

quartile of insertion age in Ensete ventricosum, Amborella

trichopoda and Elaeis guineensis shows the highest values (1.9-2.5

MY), while the maximum third quartile has the lowest values in

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Chlorella variabilis, Astrephomene

gubernaculifera, Trifolium pratense, and Raphidocelis subcapitata
FIGURE 5

Statistical overview of the age of LTR-RT insertion in the studied plant species using boxplot analysis. Species are sorted in descending order by
median value. Values for age of LTR-RT insertion are in years (x-axis).
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(0.11-0.21 MY). The third quartile of LTR-RT insertion age ranges

from 0.11 MY in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii to 3.6 MY in

Amborella trichopoda.

The different distribution of LTR-RT insertion age among the

studied species suggests that there is a relationship between the

overall insertion age and the insertion age of each LTR-RT type.

Most plant species with a high first quartile of insertion age, such as

Elaeis guineensis, have a wide range of insertion age values, whereas

those with a high rate of young LTR-RTs have a narrow range of

insertion age. On the other hand, some species such as Capsicum

annuum and Ziziphus jujuba have narrow and wide ranges of

insertion age in different parts of the LTR-RT distribution

(Figure S2).

The LAI was estimated for studied plant genomes using the LAI

program within LTR_retriever (Ou et al., 2018). Only the diploid plant

species with LAI ratio greater than 10 (50 species) were subjected to

correlation analysis between genome size, LTR-RT estimated insertion

age and LTR-RT length. The correlation between genome size and
Frontiers in Plant Science 08
LTR-RT length was 0.4 (R), with a p-value of 0.0035, indicating that it

was significant. This suggests that although there is a clear correlation

between genome size and intact LTR-RT length, the effect of genome

size on length is weak (Figure 6A). The correlation between the genome

size and LTR-RT insertion age was 0.12 (R), with a p-value of 0.43

indicating a non-significant association. This suggests that there is no

relationship between genome size and insertion age. It also suggests

that genome size has little or no effect on LTR-RT insertion age

(Figure 6B). Some plant species, such as Amborella trichopoda and

Elaeis guineensis have medium or small genome sizes with a high LTR-

RT insertion age. The correlation between total LTR-RTs and genome

size is 0.85 (R), with a p-value of 5.2×10–15, showing a strong positive

correlation between them (Figure 6C).

LTR-RT transposition can affect the expression of both housed

LTR-RT-gene chimeras and nearby genes. LTR-RTs influence genes

through the processes of movement, duplication, and recombination

constructing or modifying gene structure (Zhao et al., 2016). Further

analysis was performed on the plant species studied to identify LTR-
A B

C

FIGURE 6

The statistical correlation between plant genome size, and LTR-RT length (A), insertion age (B), and total number of LTR-RT (C).
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RTs located within or near genes. In several plant species, the

interaction of LTR-RT activity in genic regions could result in a

hybrid of LTR-RT-gene structures or LTR-RT-gene chimeras (Jiang

et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006). A total of 37,206 LTR-RTs were

classified as LTR-RT-gene chimeras in all species studied, and 11,844

LTR-RTs were found within pseudo-genes (Table S5). In addition,

300,613 genes were up to 10 Kbp from LTR-RTs. Table S5 shows that

of the 300,613 genes, 50,026 were located up to 1 Kbps away and

250,587 were within 1 to 10 Kbp. The Copia superfamily, found within

genes, was more prevalent than Gypsy elements in the current study,

consistent with previous studies in some plant species (Bennetzen,

1996; Rossi et al., 2001; Lockton and Gaut, 2009; Mokhtar et al., 2021).

Using the gene ontology of two different model plant species, gene

enrichment analysis was performed for genes located within or near

LTR-RTs in the plant genomes studied. Gene ontologies such as

binding, cell membrane, and catalytic activity were highly enriched

in LTR-RTs associated genes. The high frequency of genes associated

with catalytic activity and binding may be related to the biological

activity of LTR-RTs within the plant genome to promote gene

expression, such as those associated with stress response (Bui and

Grandbastien, 2012).
3.2 Technical validation

To verify the quality of the identified intact LTR-RTs in the current

study, a manually curated LTR-RTs library of rice (Oryza sativa. ssp.

japonica) was used for comparison with our Oryza sativa dataset.

Oryza sativa was selected for comparison because its genome sequence

is well structured and arranged in chromosomes and has a high LAI

score of 22.41. The curated rice library was presented in a previous

study by Ou and Jiang (2017) and included 897 LTR-RTs elements.

TEsorter (Zhang et al., 2022) was used to annotate the GAG- and Pol

domains of this library (897 LTR-RTs) using the REXdb database

(Neumann et al., 2019) based on a unified LTR-RTs classification rule

(80-80-80) as proposed by Wicker et al. (2007). Of the 897 LTR-RTs,

242 elements have a completeGAG- and Pol domains, which were used

for comparison with the currently identified LTR-RTs of Oryza sativa

using the OrthoFinder tool (Emms and Kelly, 2019). In our results, the

LTR-RTs dataset of Oryza sativa contains 1,496 LTR-RT elements

divided into 54 autonomous and 1,442 nonautonomous. Using

OrthoFinder, 1,114 elements were assigned to the curated library

ortho-groups (Table S6). The remaining 382 elements also have

strong evidence as they include 204 elements that have all necessary

domains for their transposition, 17 contain four domains, six contain

three domains, 25 contain two domains, 97 contain one domain, and

33 elements are unknown (Table S6). This comparison verifies the

reliability of the identified LTR-RTs in the current investigation.
3.3 PlantLTRdb as a resource for intact
LTR-RTs in plants

The data generated by the LTR-RT analysis workflow during

the processing of 195 plant genomes were used to build a flexible,

efficient, and well-maintained database of LTR-RT elements and
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associated information in the plant species studied (Figure S3). Our

plant LTR-RTs database (PlantLTRdb) is accessible through an

easy-to-use web interface. Through the public website portal, users

can search, visualize, BLAST, and analyze plant LTR-RT elements.

The PlantLTRdb search dropdown menu provides users with access

to two separate search pages. The first allows a general search for

LTR-RTs from all plant species studied, and the second allows a

search for detected LTR-RT-gene chimeras and nearby genes. On

the LTR-RTs general search page, users can view bar charts

summarizing the number of identified LTR-RTs in the species

searched. In addition, several search options are available,

including searching by LTR-RT superfamily, pseudomolecules/

scaffolds, LTR-RT length, LTR-RT position in the genome, and

searching by all of the above criteria (Figure 7A). All results are

displayed on a separate page with additional information about

LTR-RTs including, NCBI accession, LTR-RT position in genome,

length, type, target site duplication, long terminal repeat, primer

binding site, polypurine tract, tRNA, internal domains, LTR-RT

insertion age, JBrowse link and download buttons for LTR-RT

FASTA file, internal domains FASTA file, and LTR-RT features

(Figures 7B–F).

The LTR-RT gene interaction search page provides users with

bar charts summarizing the number of detected LTR-RT-gene

chimeras and neighboring genes within the searched species. In

addition, several search options are available, including searching

by LTR-RT superfamily, gene category, NCBI gene ID/locus tag,

and/or protein ID. Generated results include NCBI gene ID, gene

start and end, gene description, distance between LTR-RT and gene,

protein ID, gene ontology, superfamily, LTR-RT position in

genome, length, type, target site duplication, long terminal repeat,

primer binding site, polypurine tract, tRNA, internal domains,

LTR-RT insertion age, JBrowse link and download buttons

for LTR-RT FASTA sequence, internal domains FASTA sequence

and LTR-RT features (Figure S4). Users can visualize LTR-RTs at

the genome level with JBrowse, which is integrated into

PlantLTRdb. The JBrowse page displays information about the

selected plant species, such as the reference genome sequence,

genome annotations (genes), and any LTR-RT coordinates that

have been identified. Users can view the details of LTR-RT elements

and evaluate LTR-RT nearby genes. The statistics page provides the

user with interactive graphs for the LTR-RTs superfamily statistics,

LTR-RT-gene chimera statistics, LTR-RTs clade, statistical overview

of the LTR insertion age, the LTR-RT length by bp, and the gene

ontology of the LTR-RT-gene chimeras and nearby genes for each

plant species. Several statistical plots are generated to cover all

aspects of the results (Figure 8).

PlantLTRdb provides powerful tools for searching for specific

LTR-RT elements in processed genomic data or user-supplied data.

Our online BLASTN allows users to align their LTR-RT sequences

against the LTR-RTs of the specified plant species. Results from this

tool include the known BLAST results and a link to similar LTR-RT

details stored in PlantLTRdb, such as pseudomolecules/scaffold

accession, LTR-RT genomic position, length, insertion age,

sequence, and JBrowse profile link. In addition, an online version

of LTR_Finder (Xu and Wang, 2007) has been integrated into the

PlantLTRdb platform. This tool allows users to explore LTR-RTs in
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their own genomic data. The LTR_FINDER webserver (http://

tlife.fudan.edu.cn/ltr_finder/) has been decommissioned for

unknown reasons, and only the local version is available for use.

LTR_FINDER will help many researchers to investigate LTR-RT

elements using their genomic data.
3.4 Comparison with other TEs databases

Existing databases provide useful information on LTR-RTs in

various plant genomes, but they still lack important details and

features (Table 1). For example, Repbase (Bao et al., 2015) is a

dataset for eukaryotic repetitive sequences including LTR-RTs. The

LTR-RTs have been classified into superfamilies and lineages, but

details of internal structure are lacking. In addition, Repbase requires a

subscription for access. REXdb (Neumann et al., 2019) contains LTR-

RTs protein domains from 80 species. The LTR-RT elements are
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detected using LTR_FINDER and the data are not available as a stand-

alone database, but can only be downloaded from the RepeatExplorer

website. In addition, PlaNC-TE (Pedro et al., 2018) contains only

overlapping regions between TEs and non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) in

40 plant species. RepetDB (Amselem et al., 2019) contains TEs for 23

species. MnTEdb (Ma et al., 2015), DPTEdb (Li et al., 2016), ConTEdb

(Yi et al., 2018b), SPTEdb (Yi et al., 2018a), and CicerSpTEdb

(Mokhtar et al., 2021) are databases containing only TEs from 1 to 8

genomes, while MASiVEdb (Bousios et al., 2012), GrTEdb (Xu et al.,

2017), and RetrOryza (Chaparro et al., 2006) are no longer available.

PlantRep (Luo et al., 2022), InpactorDB (Orozco-Arias et al., 2021),

and APTEdb (Pedro et al., 2021) databases were recently published and

contain TEs of 459, 195, and 67 plant species, respectively. Although

these databases provide useful information on plant LTRs, they lack

important features such as the classification of LTR as intact LTR-RT

and into autonomous and nonautonomous elements. InpactorDB, for

example, has only a single function, which is to search using a set of
FIGURE 7

Abrus precatorius sub-database search page as an example of PlantLTRdb search. (A) general search page, (B) example of general search results,
(C) LTR-RT FASTA sequence, (D) internal domains FASTA sequence, (E) LTR-RT features, and (F) JBrowse example.
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FIGURE 8

An example of the statistics page using Abrus precatorius. (A) LTR-RTs superfamily statistics, (B) LTR-RTs clade, (C) LTR-RT-gene chimera statistics,
(D) Gene ontology, (E, F) statistical overview of the LTR insertion age, (G, H) statistical overview of the LTR-RT length by bp.
TABLE 1 Comparison of online TE databases based on the number of species and their LTR-RT related features.

Database Species Search Insertion
time

LTR-RT in/near
genes

Buit-in tools Availability

PlantLTRdb 195 ✔ ✔ ✔ JBrowse, Blast, LTR Finde https://bioinformatics.um6p.ma/
PlantLTRdb

REXdb 80 × × × – http://repeatexplorer.org/?pageid=918

TREP 60 ✔ × × Blast http://botserv2.uzh.ch/kelldata/trep-
db

PlaNC-TE 40 ✔ × × JBrowse http://planc-te.cp.utfpr.edu.br/

RepetDB 23 ✔ × × Blast https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/repetdb/
begin.do

MASiVEdb 11 ✔ × × – No longer Available

DPTEdb 8 ✔ × × JBrowse, Blast, GetORF, Hmm, Cut
sequence

http://genedenovoweb.ticp.net:81/
DPTEdb

CicerSpTEdb 3 ✔ × ✔ JBrowse http://cicersptedb.easyomics.org

ConTEdb 3 ✔ × × JBrowse, Blast, GetORF, Hmm, Cut
sequence

http://genedenovoweb.ticp.net:81/
conTEdb

(Continued)
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parameters, and does not provide visualization, bulk downloading, or

built-in tools for manipulating the data. APTEdb contains a small

number of plant genomes and only allows downloading the LTRs of

each genome as gff and fasta files. PlantRep contains genomes that are

not annotated and does not include tools such as visualization and

searching. Because gene annotation information is limited, users of the

existing databases may not be able to understand the impact of LTR-

RTs on the plant genome and their association with specific genes or

biological processes. In addition to limitations in the data, some

databases have limited features and are rarely maintained and

updated. Finally, most databases do not include an online LTR-RT

identification tool that can be used to analyze user-specific data. Such

tools would benefit those attempting to annotate newly sequenced

genomic data. Compared to previously published LTR-RT databases,

PlantLTRdb has unique features that can contribute to the

understanding of the structural variations and organization of LTR-

RTs in the genome.
4 Conclusions and future directions

PlantLTRdb is a hub portal of LTR-RTs in plant species. For all

plant species studied, various analyzes were performed to identify,

characterize, and annotate LTR-RTs, as well as to estimate insertion

ages, detect LTR-RT-gene chimeras, and determine nearby genes.

The PlantLTRdb contains 520,194 intact LTR-RTs, including

29,462 autonomous and 490,732 nonautonomous LTR-RTs. In

addition, the website portal allows users to search, visualize,

BLAST, and analyze plant LTR-RT elements. PlantLTRdb will be

continuously updated with newly annotated genomes. PlantLTRdb

is an important database that can contribute to the understanding

of structural variations, genome organization, and the development

of LTR-RT target markers for molecular plant breeding.
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TABLE 1 Continued

Database Species Search Insertion
time

LTR-RT in/near
genes

Buit-in tools Availability

SPTEdb 3 ✔ × × JBrowse, Blast, GetORF, Hmm, Cut
sequence

http://genedenovoweb.ticp.net:81/
SPTEdb

GrTEdb 1 ✔ × × – No longer Available

RetrOryza 1 ✔ × × – No longer Available

MnTEdb 1 ✔ × × JBrowse, Blast, GetORF, Hmm, Cut
sequence

https://morus.swu.edu.cn/mntedb/
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